
Light Rail:
Sound Transit’s Central Link

Bracketing off the decades of setbacks 
in achieving a rail transit system in 
the Puget Sound region, the 20-mile 
Central Link network has quickly 
rocketed to the top of best-performing 
U.S. light-rail routes, thanks in part to 
its 2016 expansion to the University 
of Washington. Daily ridership in 2018 
averaged more than 76,000. 

The system’s growing popularity is due, 
in part, to the quality of the infrastructure on which its 62 Kinkisharyo-
Mitsui vehicles operate. Seattle’s 1.3-mile downtown transit tunnel 
– which initially only served buses from 1987 through 2005 before 
Central Link arrived in 2009 – certainly was a prime asset, but 
decisions to continue subway tunnels to reach the university made 
it the hands-down fastest trip between the city’s two largest activity 
centers. South of downtown, numerous bridges and tunnels allow 
trains to maintain higher speeds and reliability between stations, 
making the system more attractive to riders.
 
The region’s voters and elected officials have twice affirmed the 
importance of the network, approving ballot measures in 2008 and 
2016 to further expand the system to 116 miles and 70 stations 
by 2041. Already under construction are extensions to the north 
(Northgate) and east (Bellevue and Redmond), while additional routes 
reaching as far as Everett, Tacoma and Issaquah are in various stages 
of planning. Sound Transit is also in the process of expanding its 
Tacoma Link service, which actually launched six years earlier than 
Cenntral Link in Seatle. 

Honorable Mention: Metro Transit’s Green Line – Twin Cities, 
Minn.

Re-establishing rail transit service between the Twin Cities has been a 
no-brainer since streetcar service ended. The presence of the state’s 
largest university in between only solidified the rationale. With fully 
dedicated rights of way totaling 11 miles, the route opened in June of 
2014, carries more than 42,000 daily riders and currently operates 24 
hours a day (although recent news suggests overnight hours might be 
soon reduced). Although end-to-end trip times are not super speedy 
due to stop frequency and cross street traffic signals, the line has 
proven a tremendous asset to better land use and transit utilization in 
the region.   

  

  

 

Passenger rail projects and services – ranging from intercity routes
to streetcars – are often stymied or delivered in sub-optimal
operating environments due to poor ideas & understanding of
options. Join us to elevate the level of knowledge, development
and support for meaningful passenger rail projects in North
America: @RAILMag on Twitter & wwww.railmagazine.org     
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